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1. SUMMARY
1.1 SCOPE OF THE INVESTIGATION
The dynamic behavior of the plasma in the chromosphere/transition region/inner corona
is vital for the acceleration of the solar wind. With new theoretical descriptions of the solar
atmosphere and corona, and the increased observational possibilities provided by the SOHO
spacecraft, it is possible to conduct an integrated study of the solar atmosphere and corona
using observational and theoretical approaches.
Over the past few years a series of observational techniques have been used to estimate
the solar wind densities, temperatures and flow speed in the inner corona. These estimates
suggest that the solar wind has higher outflow speeds in the inner corona and lower densities
than previously assumed. A comparison with densities derived from atmospheric models
support these lower densities.
1.2 PROGRESS MADE DURING THE FUNDING PERIOD
We have carried out a number of supporting observations with SUMER and CDS. We have
also carried out additional observations with UVCS and LASCO (covered by other grants)
which were used to add to the constraints on the solar wind models. The CDS observations
have been analyzed and been presented at several conferences. Several examples are shown
in Figure 1.
Two sets of data are presented in the figure. The first is from a sequence of 5 repeats
of the COHO22/v8 raster taken on the 23rd August, 1996, at the northern coronal hole.
The COHO22 raster only takes selected lines in the CDS wave bands. Complete CDS
spectra are obtained with the NISAT study which is run monthly on coronal hole regions
as part of the CDS synoptic program. In the example the Mg VIII 315/317 ratio is used as
density diagnostic. The solid lines represent the theoretical variations of that line ratio (from
Chianti), the observed ratios, with 1-sigma error bars are plotted as squares (COHO22) and
triangles (NISAT). Figure la is for a dilutive factor 0.0, Figure lb for a dilutive factor of
0.43. One can clearly see that in the low density regime, it is vital to take into account the
photoexcitation by the photospheric radiation field. This effect lowers the derived electron
densities significantly. Using Si IX 349/345 line ratio measurements in addition, it can be
shown that the coronal hole densities could be as low as 1.5 107 K, the typical quiet sun
surrounding has densities almost one order of magnitude higher. Shown in Figure lc is
the differential emission distribution derived from the ion (Mg VII-X) line intensities of the
COHO22 rasters. A single temperature does not fit the emission distribution, but it is clear
from the figure that there is no plasmapresentat temperatureslog T -- 6.05. The weighted
averagetemperature is T= 5.91.
The fact that a single temperaturedoesnot fit the emissionmeasureindicates that dif-
ferent plasmaswith different temperaturescontribute along the line of sight to the observed
emissionmeasure.Theseplasmasdiffer most likely in other plasmaparametersaswell, such
as flow speedand density. The emissionin a given line dependson the flow speedsincethe
maximum ionization shifts to higher temperaturesfor a plasmaflowing in a temperature
gradient. Figure ld showsasan examplethe shift of the temperature for a number of Mg
ions. At least in coronal holesit is expectedthat significantoutflow exist, evencloseto the
solar limb.
In regard to the connectionbetweenthe modelsof the lower solar atmosphereand the
solar wind models, we have made significant progress. Results for the model calculations
show that we can match the observedspectra and He )_10830 line assuming an outflow
starting at 1.2 104 K. We have also been able to connect the lower atmospheric models
with the solar wind models. The link between the two codes shows that the atmospheric
codes do not produce the densities at the upper chromosphere/transition region heights that
are required by the solar wind expansion codes. As a result we studied a large number
of different atmospheric models, steady state semi-empirical models, dynamical 1D and 3D
models (Esser and Sasselov 1998). The range of densities allowed by these models without
violating observed spectra is shown in Figure 2a. The highest density shown in the figure
can be considered a rather firm upper limit on the electron density in that region of the
atmosphere. Chosing other types of models would make the densities lower, not higher. The
figure shows a comparison of the atmospheric densities with the densities typically derived
from pB measurements in the corona. This comparison shows that the coronal densities seem
to be too high compared to the ones allowed by the atmospheric models. The newer limits
on coronal densities derived from newer SOHO observations (see above) seem to match the
atmospheric densities significantly better, even though, a small discrepancy between the two
sets of densities still remains. We continue to work on resolving this discrepancy. Coronal
densities are extremely important in constraining solar wind outflow models, and the findings
presented in the figure are now being used in our solar _ind model studies.
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